Abstract A spectrum slot is the frequency range allocated to a single channel within a flexible grid, and its width needs to be an integer multiple of the so-called slot width granularity. The slot width of the spectrum slots to be used for an optical path in flexgrid optical networks can be adjusted in time to align with time-varying client traffic demand for both bandwidth and energy efficiency purposes. However, frequent adjustment of the slot width of optical paths places substantial signaling load on the control plane. In this paper, an online slot width adjustment mechanism is proposed for flexgrid optical networks under slot width update rate constraints in order to maintain the associated signaling load at acceptable levels. Real traffic traces are used to validate the effectiveness of the proposed mechanism.
unit is a wavelength, which has fixed bandwidth. For transmissions beyond 100 Gbps, ITU (International Telecommunications Union) has defined the flexible frequency grid (flexgrid in short) [16] . The concept of a variable-size frequency slot (or spectrum slot) is introduced in flexgrid to describe the frequency range allocated to a single channel, which is characterized by its nominal central frequency (CF) and its required slot width (SW) values. For the flexgrid, an allowed spectrum slot characterized by the pair (n, m) has a nominal central frequency defined by CF = 193.1 THz + nΔ f for an integer n and SW = Δ c m in units of GHz for a positive integer m where Δ f is the nominal CF granularity and Δ c is the SW granularity. In [16] , Δ f = 6.25 GHz and Δ c = 2Δ f = 12.5 GHz. The slot width (or the channel size) is then expressed in terms of m basic channel segments where a segment width is Δ c [19] . Throughout this paper, we will use the notation SW = m in units of segments given that Δ c is fixed.
Core network providers have been looking into alternatives of transporting IP (Internet Protocol) traffic over optical networks. The present mode of operation relies on IP over DWDM where packet processing is performed electronically at a router and one or several wavelengths are dedicated to a pair of routers [27] . More futuristic architectures rely on optical packet or burst switching that allow bandwidth sharing at a granularity finer than a full wavelength [3, 29] . Flexgrid optical networks (FG-ON), the focus of the current paper, provide a new alternative to IP transport over optics where a connection between two routers can flexibly change its bandwidth over the lifetime of the connection and the associated spectrum [14] . Two key enabling technologies are crucial for the realization of FG-ONs: Bandwidth-Variable Transponders (BV-T) and Bandwidth-Variable Optical Cross-Connects (BV-OXC). A BV-T maps the client traffic to an optical signal with an appropriate modulation order using a frequency slot with just enough resources to serve the client's needs. On the other hand, in contrast with fixed-grid optical networks, a BV-OXC switches variable-sized frequency slots from an input port to another port. Use of BV-Ts and BVOXCs has been demonstrated in the SLICE network using orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [18] . For more detailed study of BV-Ts and BV-OXCs and their experimental demonstration, the reader is referred to [12, 13] , and [18] . Also, we refer the reader to a recent survey on OFDM-based elastic optical networks [38] . The focus of our work in this paper is the client traffic mapping functionality of BV-Ts.
Although current 100 Gbps transmission systems are able to use the current fixed grid, higher bit rate super-wavelength signals (including 400 Gbps and 1 Tbps signals) can not fit into a fixed slot at standard modulation formats [15, 17, 18] . On the other hand, low bit rate signals, i.e., sub-wavelength, can not be transported efficiently in the optical domain using fixed size slots. FG-ONs allow both low and high bit rate signals in the same infrastructure using variable-size frequency slots. A flexible or elastic optical path (flexi-path in short) refers to an optical path consisting of the nodes and links between the two ends of the network occupying a variablesize frequency slot within the entire spectrum. Moreover, in FG-ONs, the channel size for the optical connection and the type of modulation can be determined on the basis of distance between the transmitter and receiver [17] , timevarying physical impairments [13] , or on time-varying traffic demands [19] . Each of the adaptation methods described above presents advantages in terms of overall bandwidth and energy use. The focus of our work in this paper is the trafficadaptive feature of FG-ONs.
The capability to allocate spectrum resources elastically according to traffic demands is crucial for FG-ONs [19] . Three types of spectrum allocation (SA) methods for a flexipath are defined in [19] . In fixed SA (FSA), both the assigned CF and SW to the flexi-path do not change with time. Therefore, the SW needs to be chosen at the flexi-path establishment phase so as to meet the largest potential traffic demand in its lifetime. In Semi-Static SA (SSSA), the assigned CF to the flexi-path is fixed, but its SW is allowed to change in time so as to align with the traffic demand. Since spectrum can only be shared between neighboring demands, statistical multiplexing gains would be very limited with SSSA. However, energy can be saved in SSSA in case of lower traffic demands. The most flexible scenario is ESA (elastic spectrum allocation) where both the assigned CF and SW are allowed to change in time. We consider ESA in this paper due to its bandwidth efficiency, but its implementation issues are left for future research. However, conceptually, when the flexi-path requires a frequency slot width update in the context of ESA, it will send an update request to the network which in turn will check the idle spectrum resources to make a decision on the new CF and SW. The allocated spectral resources need to be the same along the links in the route (the continuity constraint) if spectrum conversion is not possible at the BV-OXCs, and contiguous in the spectrum (the contiguity constraint) [30] . The problem of finding a route and spectral resources to satisfy the needs of the ESA request is known as routing and spectrum allocation (RSA) problem [30] . The more general problem of routing, modulation level and spectrum allocation (RMLSA) problem is studied in [9] using ILP formulation and simulated annealing meta-heuristic. For more details on RSA and the related spectrum fragmentation problem, we refer the reader to [8, 9, 28, [33] [34] [35] . For signaling purposes, Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is currently working on the distributed control plane for FG-ONs and in particular the flexgrid extensions to existing signaling protocols for Internet Protocol (IP) traffic [11, 37] . Centralized openflow-based control plane for FG-ONs is also being considered [39] . In any case, too often flexi-path SW update requests would place a burden on the control plane. Therefore, update request rates also need to be taken into account. Our goal in this paper is to develop an online mechanism for mapping time-varying IP traffic to a flexi-path whose SW changes in time while adapting to traffic but without having to exceed a certain desired SW update rate. We also present a variation of this online mechanism, which maintains a tolerable loss rate based on online loss measurements. These proposed mechanisms are validated by actual traffic traces. Dynamic bandwidth allocation in electronically switched networks has been studied extensively while taking into account of the signaling costs associated with allocation updates [21, [23] [24] [25] for ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) networks, [2] for bandwidth brokers in IP networks, [20, 22] for general wide area networks, [1, 10] for MPLS (Multi Protocol Label Switching) networks. To the best of our knowledge, the problem of dynamic bandwidth allocation under signaling constraints in the context of FGONs has not been studied in the literature, which is the scope of the current paper.
We focus on a single flexi-path in this paper, and we do not consider SW update request blocking in the FG-ON due to lack of spectral resources. Our goal is to characterize the gain in bandwidth stemming from the use of a single flexi-path assuming a well-provisioned FG-ON that admits all requests. We leave it for future research to quantify the gain (in terms of overall network cost, for example) that can be obtained by traffic adaptation in FG-ONs of realistic topologies supporting many flexi-paths. Note that in the network scenario, it will be possible that a SW update request would be blocked due to lack of continuous and contiguous spectrum, which makes the network scenario more challenging than the single flexi-path scenario considered in this paper. To reduce blocking and harvest network gains, there is an increased need for deployment of effective spectrum allocation mechanisms with fragmentation avoidance such as the ones proposed in [32, 36] and also routing methods such as [9, 31] in heterogeneous FG-ONs.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed scheme for mapping time-varying IP traffic to a flexi-path. We present our numerical results in Sect. 3. We conclude in the final section.
Online slot width adjustment
In this section, we will introduce the online slot width adjustment (OSWA) mechanism we propose for mapping timevarying IP traffic to flexi-paths in terms of updating the SW of the frequency slot in units of segments upon traffic changes in the context of ESA. Finding the CF of the spectrum slot on each path so that the frequency slot is allocated on each link of the flexi-path is left outside the scope of this paper.
Toward the description of OSWA, we let β denote the desired maximum number of SW updates per unit time. The reciprocal of β is denoted by T u , which is the desired minimum average time between two SW updates. It is the goal of OSWA that the average inter-update times should be lower bounded by T u . Moreover, decisions to make SW updates or not are made at integer multiples of a basic measurement period denoted by T m . Let R k (in units of bps) denote the average data rate demand of the client IP layer in the time interval ((k − 1)T m , kT m ), k ≥ 1. This IP layer traffic is to be mapped to a flexi-path for which the SW required by the flexi-path at the same time interval ((k −1)T m , kT m ) denoted by Z k in units of segments is given by:
where Δ c denotes the slot width granularity in GHz and B mod (in bits/s/Hz) is the spectral efficiency of the chosen modulation format [5] . For instance, the spectral efficiency of the 16-QAM modulation format is denoted by B 16-QAM , which is 4 bits/s/Hz, whereas QPSK has a spectral efficiency of B QPSK = 2 bits/s/Hz [5] . Note that Z k is real-valued and since SW must be integer-valued in units of segments, Z k is actually the minimum number of segments necessary to meet the traffic demand R k . In the above definition, Z k is the smallest integer larger than or equal to Z k . Based on the update decision made at instant t = kT m , S k+1 segments are used to form the spectrum slot in the time interval (kT m , (k + 1)T m ), k ≥ 1 during which the channel capacity (in units of bps) will be equal to S k+1 B mod Δ c . If S k+1 = S k ; then, a SW update is said to take place at time t = kT m . In this setting, loss of information is inevitable since the flexi-path capacity may occasionally fall short of the demand. Neglecting the impact of buffering, we use the following identity in this paper to characterize the loss denoted by L:
where T is the time over which the measurements would be performed, the continuous-time functions R(t) and S(t) denote the instantaneous data rate and the number of segments used, respectively, at time t. Similarly, we define the real-valued continuous-time function Z (t) as the segment requirement at time t, i.e.,
However, note that a sampled version of R(t) denoted by R ( j) is generally available, which denotes the demanded bit rate in the interval
denote the number of segments used in the same time interval
Consequently, the expression for the loss rate L reduces to
where N is the total number of sampling periods over which measurements are performed. In our numerical examples, we set the sampling period T s to 1 s. unless stated otherwise and we use the expression (3) for loss rate calculations. Given R max = max j R ( j) , which is generally known a-priori, S max represents the largest possible slot width to be used for this data stream. In particular,
We also define a gain metric G to describe the percentage gain in using OSWA as opposed to using a fixed number of S max segments irrespective of the time-varying nature of the client IP traffic. Mathematically,
where M is the total number of measurement periods over which the gain measurements are to be performed. The gain G is indicative of savings in terms of both bandwidth and energy.
A crucial component of OSWA is a leaky bucket that we propose to keep track of SW updates. The bucket occupancy is denoted by B k at time t = kT m . At each measurement period t = kT m , the bucket occupancy is decremented by an amount that equals κβT m until the bucket occupancy hits zero, i.e., B k = max(0, B k−1 − κβT m ), where κ is a free bucket parameter. We define a band with lower threshold 
Each time epoch this condition is met is called a potential SW update epoch. At each actual SW update, the bucket is incremented by κ but not beyond a certain bucket size denoted by B max . Algorithm 1 completely describes the OSWA slot width adjustment mechanism we propose for a given traffic stream characterized with the random sequence R k , k ≥ 1. The illustration of OSWA in an example scenario for T m = 144 s and T u = 120 min is given in Fig. 1 . In this example, the daily trace (sampled with a sampling period of T s = 144 s) is obtained from a 10 GigE link from Chicago to Seattle from CAIDA (The Cooperative Association for Internet Data Analysis) on August 29-30, 2011 [4] .
The maximum bit rate observed in the original trace is equal to 3.491 Gbps, and we scaled up the original trace by a factor of 28.643 so that the maximum bit rate of the modified trace became 100 Gbps. We use S max = 8 and the bucket parameter κ is set to unity in this example. As seen in this example, the total number of SW updates on this daily trace is twelve, which is in compliance with the desired T u . Moreover, the SW selection mechanism provides an upper envelope for the demand where the allocation rarely falls short of meeting the demand.
Algorithm 1:
OSWA Online slot width adjustment algorithm.
Input: Instantaneous data rate R k Output: Segment allocation S k+1
OSWA tries to keep the bucket occupancy away from the two terminal points zero and B max , which ensures that the actual SW update rate would be close to the desired update rate β. One caveat for OSWA is that the actual loss delivered 
by OSWA may be high depending on the choice of the measurement period T m . Large values of T m lead to a large gain G but also to a relatively large loss rate L. On the other hand, small values for T m yield a low loss rate L but present marginal bandwidth gain G. Therefore, the choice of T m is critical for the success of OSWA to attain a certain tolerable loss rate L T . We therefore propose the loss-controlled version of OSWA, namely LC-OSWA (Loss-Controlled OSWA), which dynamically adjusts the measurement period T m based on loss measurements with the intention of keeping the actual loss rate L around a predetermined tolerable loss rate L T . For this purpose, we introduce an observation period T o during which we propose to use OSWA with fixed T m . At the end of each observation period T o , we calculate the loss rate during the observation period, which is denoted byL. Based on the measurement, the measurement period T m is updated for the next observation period. The process repeats itself where values of T m in two different observation periods may be different. In LC-OSWA, we allow the measurement period T m to be lower (upper) bounded by T min and (T max ). We also have dynamically maintained lower (upper) bounds T − (T + ) for T m . The main idea of LC-OSWA is to adjust T m by binary search in the shrinking band of values between T − and T + according to the most recentL. However, due the fact that outcomes in each observation period are random due to the randomness of traffic patterns, the band of values over which a search is performed is allowed to expand once the band vanishes. Let h denote the time interval
i.e., hth observation period for h ≥ 1. Algorithm 2 completely describes the LC-OSWA slot width adjustment mechanism we propose. In the algorithm description, we use the notation X to represent the largest number less than or equal to the real number X . For convenience, we force all algorithm parameters to be integer multiples of the basic time unit T s , namely the parameters T min , T max , T − , T + , and Δ.
Numerical examples
Three real-world traffic traces, two from the MAWI repository [6, 7] , and one from the CAIDA archives [4] are used to assess the two proposed slot width adjustment algorithms, namely OSWA and LC-OSWA. Trace 1, which is 50-h-15-min-long, is taken from a 150-Mbps trans-Pacific line on January 9, 2007, whereas Trace 2, a 24-h-long trace, is taken from a 10-Mbps trans-Pacific line on March 3, 2006. Both traces originally have a sampling period T s = 1 s. Traces 1 and 2 are then scaled up to 100 Gbps by multiplying the R ( j) values of the original traces by a factor of 666.67 and 10,000, respectively, to obtain two 100 Gbps data streams. On the other hand, Trace 3 is obtained from the 100 Gbps trace we used in Fig. 1 , which has a sampling period of T s = 144 s. For the purpose of obtaining an upsampled data stream with T s = 1 s, we add zero mean Gaussian noise to this 100 Gbps trace with a standard deviation of 3 Gbps to obtain the oneday long Trace 3. With the way the three traces are obtained, traces 1, 2, and 3 possess an average data rate of 45.66, 75.67, and 52.13 Gbps, respectively, all having a maximum bit rate R max = 100 Gbps. For simulation studies, all three traces are wrapped around themselves ten times to obtain longer traces. Then, the SW adjustment schemes are simulated using T s = 1 s for loss rate calculations. In our numerical examples, we assume a segment width of Δ c = 6.25 GHz and two different modulation formats, namely QPSK and 16-QAM, yielding two different values for S max = 8 (S max = 4) when QPSK (16-QAM) is used. Moreover, in Example 3, we also study the case S max = 12 to observe the impact of S max on system performance. We take the bucket parameter κ = 1 in all the numerical examples. The unit for the parameter β is taken to be updates/hour throughout all the numerical examples. For convenience, some of the algorithm parameters are provided in Table 1 .
Example 1
In the first example, we set T m = 100 s and the time-varying traffic demand represented by the quantity Z (t) and the slot width S(t) produced by OSWA is depicted in Figs. 2 and 3 for β = 2, 8 for trace 1, and for β = 1, 3 for trace 2. This process is repeated for trace 3 in Fig. 4 while this time T m being set to 12 s. In all plots, Z k values are used and not Z ( j) . These plots are presented to help the reader in visualizing the three traces including the upsampling process used for trace 3 and in understanding how the OSWA algorithm works in practice for real traffic traces. In this section, we study the OSWA scheme by the simulation of OSWA for three traces for T m values varying between T s and T u when S max is set to 8. Out of all simulation runs, we then obtain the particular value of T m , denoted by T * m , for which the simulated loss rate L is attained at a certain level. For various loss rate levels, we obtain the particular percentage gain G, denoted by G * , which is obtained when OSWA is to employ the particular value of T m = T * m . Note that the parameters T * m and G * depend on the actual loss rate L. Our numerical results are presented in Fig. 5 in which the gain G * and measurement period T * m values are depicted as a function of the desired update rate β for all three traces and for different values of L. We have the following observations.
• Even when T m takes its maximum value at T u , the loss rate does not exceed 0.005 for all values of β we study for traces 2 and 3. Therefore, we do not depict the results for L ≥ 0.005 for these traces since lower loss rates are attained with the immediate choice of T m = T u .
• For a given attainable loss rate, the gain in using OSWA increases by the update rate β. In light of the results for Time of Day, Aug 29 2011 S(t) and Z(t) (b) β = 2 Z(t) S(t) Fig. 4 The traffic demand Z (t) and the slot width S(t) as dictated by OSWA for trace 3 a β = 0.5, b β = 2 for a 4-h time window with T m =12 s both traffic traces, the majority of this gain is attained for β in the proximity of five to ten updates/hour with marginal gains when β is increased further.
• Traces 1 and 3 present higher gains than trace 2, which has a higher average rate than the other two, and it is clear that lightly loaded links would benefit more with OSWA. To further explain this observation, consider an hypothetical offline mechanism that allocates segments to the data streams at every T s = 1 s. ensuring zero loss rate. For the case S max = 8, the hypothetical offline mechanism would require 4.15, 6.59, and 4.66 segments on the average for traces 1, 2, and 3, respectively. This means that with zero loss rate, the maximum amount of gain G attainable with the hypothetical scheme is 48.11, 17.63, and 41.72 %, respectively, for traces 1, 2, and 3. Note that these values provide an upper bound to what OSWA can deliver and the upper bound for trace 2 is much lower than those of traces 1 and 3, which explains the relatively low OSWA performance with trace 2. Also note that OSWA delivers performance very close to these upper bounds for relatively high loss rates and an update rate satisfying β ≥ 5.
• Relaxing the loss constraint has a significantly positive impact on the attainable gain for a given β. Therefore, if advantages of flexible optical networking are to be enjoyed, then increased losses need to be tolerated.
• The measurement period T * m for a given attained loss rate L depends on L and the choice of β. In particular, T * m decreases with increasing β and also decreases with decreasing L. Actually, it is this observation that has led us to propose LC-OSWA, which varies the measurement period T m on the basis of actual loss rate measurements.
Example 3
In the third example, we plot G * as a function of the loss rate L, which is allowed to vary from 0.0005 to 0.01 and 0.0005 to 0.004 for traces 1 and 3, respectively; but this time for three different values of S max = 4, 8, 12 and for β = 6 for both traces in Fig. 6 . It is clear that increased S max enhances the gain for a given loss rate L, but the majority of the gain is achievable with S max = 8 with marginal improvement when S max is further increased. Moreover, the OSWA gain is reduced steadily when the attained loss rate is reduced.
Example 4
Although OSWA leads to significant gains, this is only possible with a proper choice of the measurement period T m . LC-OSWA described in Algorithm 2 is proposed for this purpose, which automatically adjusts T m based on loss measurements so as to attain a certain tolerable loss rate L T . In this final example, LC-OSWA is studied for traffic traces 1 and 3, for various values of L T . The observation period T o is set to 1 h. When the LC-OSWA parameter Δ is relatively large, changes in the traffic pattern are detected rapidly at the expense of relatively poor steady state behavior for T m . In LC-OSWA simulations, we set Δ = 1 s. We also set T max = T u /2 and T min = 1 s. For varying values of β, we compare the gain and the actual SW update rate obtained by the online algorithm LC-OSWA with those obtained based on OSWA in Tables 2, 3 the benchmark OSWA algorithm uses the best measurement period T * m through the offline procedure. In all cases, LC-OSWA is able to approximately attain the desired loss rate L T and the gain obtained by LC-OSWA is similar to that obtained by the offline procedure based on OSWA. Therefore, we conclude that the online algorithm LC-OSWA can safely be used to attain high bandwidth gains while maintaining a desired loss rate without a need for offline calculations.
Finally, we demonstrate the behavior of T m as a function of h, index for the observation period, when LC-OSWA algorithm is used for two combinations of L T and β values. For this purpose, trace 1 is concatenated with itself three times to obtain a 201-h-long data. In both scenarios, we observe that T m hovers around in the vicinity of T * m , which is calculated offline; see Fig. 7 . Therefore, we conclude that the LC-OSWA algorithm effectively finds the needed measurement period just using online loss rate measurements.
Conclusions
An online slot width adjustment mechanism OSWA is proposed for flexgrid networks to map time-varying IP traffic to a flexi-path by varying the slot width with respect to the traffic variations in time. While doing so, a desired slot width update rate is enforced in order to maintain the associated signaling load at acceptable levels. While OSWA presents significant bandwidth gains, it can not control the loss rate, which is inevitable. We also propose a loss-controlled version of OSWA, called LC-OSWA, that maintains a tolerable loss rate based on online loss measurements. Through three publicly available traffic traces, we show that LC-OSWA not only maintains a certain tolerable loss rate but also complies with the update rate constraint but still presenting significant bandwidth gains. Further studies are necessary that make use of actual or synthetic traffic traces with different characteristics (such as 1 Tbps traces) than the ones studied in this paper to explore the benefits and limitations of the proposed approach. Another important research direction for future work is to study if bandwidth gains obtained at the flexi-path level can also be harvested at the network level with effective routing and spectrum allocation mechanisms in place.
